THE FOUR GEORGES
and fairs. One of them was Newgate, and the treatment
of prisoners there shows the eighteenth century in
another light. An Act of Parliament allowed a rent of
half a crown on those who were incarcerated, but that
hardly saved them from lying on hard boards. Every
Mud of malpractice was perpetrated upon a prisoner.
For twenty guineas he might buy the right of living in
the Governor's house, but when he had parted with Ms
money, he found that all he had acquired was the right
of walking all day in the fetid press-yard, and of eating
in the pot-house rooms connected with it. The Governor
defended this practice on the ground that his house
consisted of every part in Newgate which was not actually
within the prison, and he called the press-yard external,
as it suited his pocket to do so. As soon as a prisoner
passed through the gates his fellow-victims found out if
he had any money; if so, a horde of ruffians at once
proceeded to get drunk at his expense. This payment
was known as "garnish", and was not abolished until the
reign of George IV. After this, the turnkeys proceeded
to show the prisoners various sets of fetters, pointing out
the weight of some and the lightness of others; the lighter
they were the more they cost. If the new-comer proved
recalcitrant, he was given a taste of the "Condemned
Hold". This salubrious spot was a dungeon in the arch
below Newgate, and even at midday it was so dark that a
candle merely served to accentuate the blackness.
The amenities of the press-yard were relative. When
the new-comer entered it he probably saw but a handful
of prisoners at first. Of these one or two might be
reading books or newspapers, and others would be playing
cards; others again, the most numerous section, were to
be found in the drinking boxes, or at the windows on the
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